Abstract-The study and analysis of dopamine (DA) release in the organism are of great importance due to the fact that this neurotransmitter directly influences processes such as cognition and drug abuse. The fast scan cyclic voltammetry technique allows efficient recording of the phasic release of DA. However, due to the high temporal resolution of the technique, the experiments generate large amounts of data, resulting in a slow and repetitive manual analysis. This paper aims to present and evaluate the performance of a baseline automatic identification system starting from phasic dopamine release images, using different texture descriptors, and combining them searching for complementarity to improve the system overall performance. The best obtained accuracy using automatically extracted patches was 89.18%, and the best f-measure was 77.23%. Also, the DA release dataset used in this work is publicly available at https://web.inf.ufpr.br/vri/databases/phasic-dopamine-release/.
I. INTRODUCTION
The neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) has a key role in the brain and body, participating in the modulation of functions of movement, behavior, emotion, learning, and memory [1] . Abnormal variations in DA levels may be related to some pathologies, such as Parkinson's disease and schizophrenia [2] . Its release at the synaptic terminals can happen in two distinct ways: phasic, where there is a large amount of short duration release, and in a tonic form, where the dopamine is released in slowly and low quantity [3] .
Effects of behavioral influence, such as decision making, are related to dopamine phasic release. This kind of release promotes a motivation increase to initiate actions that result in immediate rewards. Thus, it is also related to stimuli that are naturally rewarding, such as the abuse of drugs use [3, 4] .
The use and dependence of drugs like cocaine, amphetamine, nicotine, and alcohol are serious public health problems. These drugs increase the concentration of extracelular dopamine in the circuitry known as "reward pathway" by increasing dopamine release and slowing dopamine reuptake [4] . In addition, Phillips et al. [5] presented relationships between this phasic release and drug-seeking behavior, which further evidence the relationship of dopamine to drugs dependence.
Due to this behavioral impact, the study of the phasic release of this neurotransmitter becomes extremely important, as well as the need for methods and tools that allow and facilitate its analysis. The electrochemical method known as fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) consists of applying electrical potentials to microelectrodes, thus inducing oxidation and/or reduction of molecules like dopamine. The current generated by the electrons that dopamine donate to or get from the electrode is proportional to the dopamine concentration. FSCV is able to measure variations in dopamine concentration with high temporal and spatial resolution [6] . Therefore, it provides information about how fast dopamine is released from and reuptaked to synaptic terminals, which is very important to study effects of drugs of abuse [7, 8] .
This technique allows the data collection of the phasic DA release, but experiments have a high temporal resolution and consequently large amounts of data generated. Thereby, a manual analysis of these results requires a great deal of time, as well as being a laborious and repetitive task. The identification of the phasic dopamine is difficult because it has a random nature of release over time and a concentration variation.
The nature of these events impact the identification, being easily visualized when it is in considerable quantity or simply confused with a noise when it is low. It also results in release records with different forms and sizes. Noises and artifacts are constant throughout an experiment recording. Both do not have a pattern of form, quantity, or intensity. In addition to making it difficult to visualize the releases, they may even be confused with substances. Figure 1 shows an image generated from the data collected with FSCV, which there is a dopamine release highlighted. This type of image is the visual representation as the raw data, but using a palette of false colors. Although there are variations in the data matrices and how to read them depending on the equipment and proprietary software used in the experiments, researchers usually represent this data in image forms using a standard false color palette. It facilitates not only the visualization of the information but also the application of powerful descriptors for the feature extraction and it standardizes all samples.
The identification and analysis of dopamine release is a well-known and studied problem in the area of neuroscience and medicine [1, 2, 3] . However, when we are dealing specifically with systems in the computer science area, such as pattern recognition systems, we have a problem to be explored and tested. To the best of our knowledge, no similar work has been found in the literature on automatic identification of images with phasic dopamine release, generated from data obtained by FSCV.
Borman et al. [9] presented an algorithm for detection of transient adenosine release. However, an analysis of current (nA) data is performed at two specific potentials (1.4 V and 1.0 V) which are well-defined parameters for the oxidation of this substance. No features of visual image information are extracted. In this case, it is verified peak moments at these two points and, once they matched the proposed rules, an adenosine release is identified. The rules are based on the fact that a peak must be present at both oxidation voltages, the secondary peak (1.0 V) must lag the primary one (1.4 V), the ratio of secondary to primary peak currents must be in an acceptable range consistent with adenosine, and the duration of secondary peak must be longer than the primary one. The f-measure obtained with this system had a mean of 90%, being tested in four different datasets.
Many advances have occurred in the area of pattern recognition, which addresses the classification of items according to certain classes, or categories provided in a domain of a problem [10] . Despite the lack of equivalent publications on automatic identification of dopamine images, recognition techniques involving texture descriptors, have been successfully applied in recognition tasks in the most diverse domains such as the verification of authorship, recognition of forest species, musical genres and species of birds [11, 12, 13] .
Therefore this paper proposes to develop and evaluate the performance of a baseline classification system capable of identifying the phasic release of dopamine, based on texture characteristics extracted from images generated with FSCV data. The automatic classification system was tested using image patches, and obtained an accuracy of 89.18%. This paper also introduces this dataset with 285 DA release images, which is available for research purposes upon request 1 .
1 https://web.inf.ufpr.br/vri/databases/phasic-dopamine-release/ II. DATASET A dataset of cyclic voltammogram (CV) images was obtained from the Laboratory of the Central Nervous System of the Federal University of Parana (UFPR). The data were extracted from rats with a carbon fiber electrode using a machine for electrochemical records of fast-scan cyclic voltammetry, and stored in a numerical matrix, which was processed and transformed in images with resolution of 1200 × 900 pixels.
Each information collected in the experiments is represented by the applied potential on the y-axis, the x-axis is the cycle (time), and the color is current. The colors are based on a false color palette agreed by researchers and used by FSCV analysis softwares.
The dataset consists of 9 different experimental recordings with a total of 285 phasic DA releases. Each record has releases with different concentration, that results in images with different intensities and sizes of these events.
Taking into account that the phasic dopamine has a random nature of release over time and a certain potential (voltage) variation, these moments were labeled manually and with this informations it was possible to classify them. These labels saved in a text files contain information of the a approximated x-axis release interval and release peak of each image. They also contain information from which experimental recording the image belongs to and the original recording cycle (time) from which it was extracted. Figure 2 shows red lines plotting this release interval labeled.
Image patches with size of 100 × 100, 120 × 120 and 150 × 150 pixels were manually created using the release moments labeled informations. The central column (x-axis) of these patches were based on the release peak. Despite of the voltage variation it was possible to notice a common area in all images, which is approximated between the pixel 515 and 615 of the y-axis. This area was used to set the height of the patch, that can be increased or decreased proportionally depending on the resolution used.
Peaks can be observed by green lines in the Figure 3 , while the common release region is limited by red ones. Aiming at a balanced dataset, 285 random patches of areas without dopamine release were extracted, but they keep using the common area to delimit the height. The 570 images patches of the two classes were randomly divided into 3 folds with 190 images each (95 DA release and 95 Non-release). These manually extracted patches folds constitutes the training dataset.
Also a testing dataset was created using automatic image patches extraction, that is closer to real life situation. A 120 × 120 sliding window was applied over the entire images, moving horizontally from 60 to 60 pixel inside the common area. How the labeled information contains the approximated release interval, it was possible to separate them into two classes: (1) phasic DA release patches, and (2) non-release patches.
The automatic patches were divided into 3 folds as well. It is important to note that the image distribution were the same as the manual one, but now with more than one patch extracted from each original image. Patches from the same image are in the same fold, ensuring there were no different training and testing folds with samples from the same source.
Since a complete experiment has more recording time with no dopamine release, more 912 samples from 48 images without DA complemented this dataset, 304 for each fold. And for the use of texture descriptors, all images were converted to grayscale.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
This section describes the techniques, features, and parameters used for the creation of this classification system. From a high-level, the process follows the classic classification system steps presented by Duda et al. [10] and it is illustrated in Figure  4 : texture descriptors were applied over the labeled image patches to extract features; then the classification step was performed using the manually extracted patches features as training model and the automatically extracted ones as testing; each sample was classified as Phasic Dopamine Release (Class 1) or Non-Release (Class 2), and an evaluate metric was applied to calculate the accuracy and f-measure.
A. Feature Extraction
The feature extraction was carried out using texture descriptors like Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [14] and Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [15] . A LBP 8,2 was applied considering only the so-called uniform patterns, which produces a histogram with 59 values. It was also tested a variant of LBP with the same parameters, known as Robust Local Binary Pattern (RLBP) [16] , that was proposed to be more robust in noisy images. The LQP generates a vector with 256 characteristics from a configuration with window size equal to 9.
In addition, these vectors were also concatenated using the early fusion method. The features extracted with different descriptors were used as one larger vector, for example: the 59 LBP features and the 256 LPQ features were fused as a single vector with 315 positions.
B. Classification
The classification was carried out using Support Vector Machine (SVM) with RBF (radial basis function) kernel, and parameters C and gamma were optimized by grid-search. The SVM implementation used was proposed by Chang and Lin [17] and it is known as LIBSVM. It was used a crossvalidation, where when a fold was testing, the other ones was used as training model. Thus, it is guaranteed that no classified sample were used in the training. All tests were performed using the manual extracted patches as training dataset, which has the same number of samples for both classes.
The use of SVM generates as a result an estimate of probabilities for each existing class in the classification system. When we extract different features and classify with Support Vector Machine, these resulting predictions can be combined. The identified patterns, even if incorrectly and using the same classifier, do not necessarily overlap. For some cases combinations of classifiers predictions were performed, and it is called Late Fusion. In this work, the following fusion rules were used: Maximum, Product and Sum [18] .
C. Evaluation Metrics
Using the idea of automatically generated patches of an image, the same release may be present in more than one patch according to its size and the amount of DA released. Taking into account that it is important to identify this release within the labeled interval, regardless of whether you have one or more patches at that moment, they were all considered as only one sample. For example: even if there were 10 patches, and all 10 were correctly classified, it was considered as 1 hit. It is enough that one of the patches of this interval is correctly classified. If the 10 are incorrectly classified, it was considered one miss classification.
However, false positives are not desirable. Thus, all patches that do not contemplate a DA release were analyzed as individual samples. It was considered a hit if it was classified as Non-release (TN). Using this proposed strategy, the correct decisions were counted and the accuracy and the f-measure was calculated.
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
This section presents the best results obtained in tests, in which different approaches were used for the construction of classifiers. Some experiments were also performed with a combination of predictions allowing comparisons and analysis of these results.
A. Manually Extracted Patches Dataset
For all preliminary experiments, the training and testing dataset used was composed by manually generated patches from the original images. As described in the Section III for each testing fold, the other two was used as training. Table I summarizes the best results obtained using the features extracted with LBP 8,2 , RLBP 8,2 and LPQ (window size 9) and SVM as classifier. It is possible to notice that the LBP and RLBP results are quite similar, but the tests using LPQ features showed a better performance. The best results using texture descriptors were obtained using LPQ and 120×120 patches are described following: 95.96% of accuracy and 95.79% of f-measure. The early fusion method was used for SVM classifications presented in the Table II. The classification was performed using LPQ features concatenated with LBP or RLBP features, according the methodology presented in the section III-A.
As one can note, taking into account the experiments performed with 150 × 150 patches, the concatenation of two feature vectors will not necessarily improve the accuracy. The use of larger feature vectors will rise the problem complexity. However, the other patches scores got a little improvement and the best accuracy (96.67%) and f-measure (96.85%) were a result of fused features extracted from 120 × 120 patches. Finally, a Late Fusion of SVM predictions was also performed. The patches with resolution of 120 × 120 pixels presented good performances in all previously experiments and it was chosen for these tests. Using either the maximum, sum or product rule the accuracy and f-measure was the same for this specific problem, which has only two classes. By fusing the LBP and LPQ predicts, the accuracy obtained was 95.61% and 95.80% of f-measure. The combination of RLBP and LPQ got better rates: 96.49% and 96.85% of accuracy and f-measure respectively.
B. Automatically Extracted Patches Dataset
Since the preliminary tests with 120 × 120 manually extracted patches showed the best results, the following experiments were performed using 120×120 automatically extracted patches as testing dataset. Table III summarizes the results  obtained using texture descriptors, while Table IV shows the results using early and late fusion (maximum rule).
One can note that in these cases the LPQ performance was superior to the other descriptors, and even the combinations of feature vectors or predictions did not improve the accuracy or f-measure. The best accuracy using automatic patches was 89.18% but the f-measure was 77.23%, that is justified by the different numbers of samples between both classes. Despite this low f-measure rate the Dopamine Release Class accuracy rate is about 98%, and it is very important not to miss releases identification on the recordings. V. CONCLUSION
In current literature, pattern recognition systems using dopamine images generated from data collected with fast scan cyclic voltammetry are a new problem with many methods and parameters to explore. In this paper, we have presented a dataset of phasic dopamine release images, which we make available to the scientific community, providing a real life dataset, and making possible to other researchers to investigate other techniques. We also explored visual texture features for the development of a baseline classification system, which the best accuracy using automatically extracted patches was 89.18%. However there are many more patches without DA release, what really happens in a real life recording, and it results in a challenging problem to get high f-measure rates. The best f-measure was 77.23% using LPQ as texture descriptor.
In future works, we intend to perform experiments with different feature descriptors and other classifiers, including ensembles and convolutional neural networks approaches. We also intend to continue acquiring new images to complement the dataset to better exploit the problem and to favor the development of the classification system.
